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ABSTRACT
The Visitor at the Museum of Fine Arts:
Designing for Movement Patterns and Information Needs
by
Michael Lawrence Elliott
Submitted to the Department of Urban Studies and Planning on May 10, 1974
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of
Science.
The experience of an individual visitor to a museum as complex as the
Museum of Fine Arts is heavily dependent on his ability to locate himself
within the building and to move freely throughout it. To accomplish this,
the visitor develops an image of the enviroment that allows him to navigate
efficiently. This image is a product of both his own movements and the
informational and enviromental attributes arrayed within the museum. By
manipulation of this information and enviroment, a designer can affect the
ease at which the visitor behaviorally uses and intellectually structures
the enviroment in which he finds himself.
Different visitors, however, have unique patterns of movement and informa-
tion needs. For the most part, these patterns are related to how specific
a visitor is about what he wants to see-- visitors who come to see the
museum in general and visitors who come to see specific collections each
being consistent within their own classes. A clear understanding of the
patterns that develop within each class is therefore necessary for
effective design. Once understood, criteria for developing information
systems, as well as for re-designing the enviroment, can be constructed.
Thesis Supervisor: Gary Hack
Title: Assistant Professor of Urban Studies and Planning
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1In the process of way-finding, the
strategic link is the enviromental image, the
generalized mental picture of the exterior
physical world that is held by an individual.
This image is the product both of immediate
sensation and of the memory of past action.
The need to recognize and pattern our surround-
ings is so crucial, and has such long roots in
the past, that this image has wide practical
and emotional importance to the individual.
Obviously a clear image enables one to
move about easily and quickly. But an ordered
enviroment can do more than this; it may
serve as a broad frame of reference, an
organizer of activity or belief or knowledge...
Like any good framework, such a structure
gives the individual a possibility of choice
and a starting-point for the acquisition of
further information.
Kevin Lynch
Image of the City
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Chapter 1
Background and Summary
Right--left, right-left: the gaze of a
young woman constantly shifts from one wall
to the other as she proceeds down the hall.
Not very unusual, except for the fact that
nothing hangs on the right wall! Looking
for a way out of the museum, this girl had
ceased to see what was around her.
XxxAooooUooooXx
Heading up the Huntington staircase, the
25-year-old male looks only vaguely to either
side as he passes through the Rotunda. He
has been here often and has come with a definite
purpose in mind: to see the Impressionist and
Expressionist Collections. Having done this,
he proceeds back towards the Huntington
entrance. Upon re-entering the Rotunda,
however, he veers to the right and enters the
Asian Collection he previously passed up.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
A middle-aged man and woman look carefully at
the map that rests on the table in front
of them. Having decided to visit the
American Painting Section, they set out from
the cafeteria. Trying to get their bearings
in the crypt, they again check the map. To
no avail, for they end up in American Silver.
Confused, they ask a guard for directions.
-
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8Three unique individuals--carrying with
them different needs and different resources to
meet those needs, they evidence the complexity
of providing information to the visitors of an
institution like the Museum of Fine Arts. It
is a complecity borne of the Museum's very
nature--a nature which is based on the notion
of a public institution seeking to attract a
wide selection of visitors from a public
with a wide variety of attitudes toward art.
Yet, the complexity is not based
solely on the diversity of its visitors.
In many ways, it is implicit in the organi-
zation of the Museum itself as a large
institution and a richly varied collection
of art. If the museum was smaller, or if its
structure was more legible, the problem of
providing guidance information to visitors
would be eased. When a man is at home in
an enviroment, his need for consciously arrayed
information is lessened: his "enviromental
image" is sufficiently clear to carry him through
the situation.
The Museum, however, cannot be anything
but complex. Nor should it be, for from the
quality and diversity of its art collection the
Museum has gained its strength. Yet the
problem remains; given the situation, how might
the Museum alleviate it?
9This report addresses a series of
linked issues: How might the museum be made
more understandable to the thousands of people
who visit it every week? What are the likely
benefits of this increased understandability?
Are they worth the costs? Analysis of these
issues has been conducted on four planes:
the nature of the visitors to the Museum, the
patterns of movements they generate and how
these patterns are generated, the information
needs of the visitor given these patterns,
and the possible alternative courses of action
open to the museum staff.
1. The Nature of the Museum Visitors:
Who are the visitors to the museum? Are
there any important sociological similarities/
differences? Where do they arrive fron? Why
do they come?
Information was obtained from previous
research done at the museum and elsewhere.
In general, the pattern that emerges is one
in which the aggragated characteristics of
the museum visitors includes being female,
young, highly educated, and highly interested
in art.
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2. The Patterns of ?ovement: What
are the factors that control mcvement? What are
the processes by which these factors get
transformed into decisions to act? Are there
any distinct patterns of use? Do different
users have different patterns? How much of
movement is micro-depenent (an immediate
response to a situation) as opposed to macro-
dependent (a planned decision based on
conscious considerations)?
To get at these considerations, a
method of research known as behavioral
tracking was employed. Simply put, it records
detailed information about a visitor's
behavior during his entire tour of the museum.
From this, movement patterns and decision
patterns emerge. The author feels that
movement within the museum is the result of
four factors: the pre-conceptions and
inclinations a person carries into the museum
with him, the effect of other people with whom
he tours the museum, the architecture of the
building (visual connections, adjacencies,
and internal obstacles) as well as the layout
and display of the galleries within the
museum setting, and the information system
available to the user concerning opportunities,
architecture, layout, and display. Of these
factors, the preconceptions and previous
experience of the visitor seem to have the
strongest effect in influencing patterns of
use.
0 S S 0 0 S S0
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3. Information Needs of Visitors:
In what ways might the individual's decision
process be aided? Where is information
needed? In what form would it be provided?
Again, tracking, coupled with interviews
and specially prepared maps, served as the
research methods. The maps were designed to
elicit the "enviromental image" of the
visitors. In general, this phase of the work
showed that visitors prefer information based
on collections to that based on architecture
or on individual galleries. It also strongly
indicated that maps carried around during the
visit are limited in their potential impact,
4. Possible Alternatives: f the
four factors that influence movement and
decision patterns, the two that are under
the museum's direct control (namely:
architecture with layout and information
services) have been analyzed in terms of
their ability to help the visitor come to a
practical understanding of movement within
the museum. Criteria for such an analysis
and alternatives were also generated. In
general, the recommendations emphnasize infor-
nation services as having the greatest
potential impact, and argue that these
services should take the form of an extensive
orientation center, built-in maps coupled with
carried maps, and the coding of local areas
by color for easy visitor identification.
2The design program is the single way
in which research is done to gain behavioral
and demographic data and to articulate the
values and priorities of the population to use
the physical enviroment. It cannot conclude
that "more research" is needed: it has to
be finite, bounded, and directly useful. It
has to choose particular numbers and to give
reasons for doing so... The design program
has to be self-contained, a working hypothesis
about human diversity.
Constance Perin
With Nan in Mind: An
Interdisciplinary Prospectus
for Enviromental Design
0 0 0 0 0 0
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Chapter 2
Recommendations
Having completed the studies noted in the
previous chapter, an analysis of possible
alternatives was then conducted. It is the
purpose of this chapter to recommend courses
of action by which the museum might meet the
information needs of its visitors. This will
be presented by showing the eight information-
related questions most frequently i'd by
visitors, the context in which each question
is raised, the considerations that any policy
seeking to deal with these needs must reflect,
and the possible alternatives associated with
each question. The alternatives will then be
discussed in terms of the criteria necessary
for their effective design. Finally, the
recommendations that emerged from this
analysis will be presented.
S 9 
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The Visitor's Infor-
mation Needs
1. "What kind of
art does this
museum contain?"
2. "What should
I see while here?"
3. "In general,
how do I get
around the museum?"
4. "How do I get
to point X?"
The Context
Raised by some
first-time visitors
as they enter the
museum.
Raised by the
casual visitor at
the entrance to
the museum, at any
physical or psych-
ological dead-end,
or during rests
such as in the
restaurant.
Throughout most of
the museum a very
significant orient-
ation problem
exists among the
first-time visitors
and continuing to
a lesser degree
among more frequent
visitors.
The most common
decision question
raised. All
visitors at any
point can be
concerned.
The Policy. Considerations
The visdtor has no information
beyond the fact that the museum
contains art. A general introduc-
tion is needed.
A general sense of not knowing what
to see next is coupled with a
curiousity about the collections
within the museum. The question
tends to be place-specific for it
is followed by "ihere is it?"
Orientation should be matched to some
form of directory/map.
The visitor attempts to organize the
museum in some orderly way. by
architecture, by collection, or by
specific points to name the most
important ones.
The visitor has a goal and seeks
information which can direct that
movement.
Possible Alternatives
The broad orientation
required to answer
this question can be
dealt with in a
visitor information
center.
As above, a general
information system is
needed. Either a
map or a visitor
information center
would serve,
The visitor information
center and a map
system can serve to
compensate for lack of
clarity in the enviro-
ment, as can changes
in the enviroment
itself.
Maps are a general
way to deal with this,
while signs and the
asking of guards is
a more specific way.
00 0
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The Visitor's Infor-
mation Needs
5. "What lies on the
path to point X?"
6. "Where am I now?"
7. "Am I still on
path?"
8. "What's over
there?"
The Context
Again: all visi-
tors at any point
may ask this
question, though
the purposeful
visitor tends to
be less path
oriented and more
goal oriented.
A constant,
predominantly
subliminal, ques-
tion raised by
all visitors not
familiar with the
enviroment.
Any visitor
seeking a specific
location.
Any visitor stand-
ing adjacent to an
unfamiliar enviro-
ment. This is
especially true of
a visitor prone to
wandering.
The Policy Considerations
The visitor sets a goal and then
either chooses the most interesting
path to follow or the shortest path,
If the latter, he may still want to
note what is on the shortest path.
Knowing your own location is basic
to any process of orientation and
way-finding. The question is
rarely raised consciously unless a
decision is to be made. The museum
can provide answers in terms of
identifying the gallery or collec-
tion the visitor is in, or in terms
of the visitor's physical location
within the museum.
Difficult, confusing paths must
be constantly checked to prevent
side-tracking.
Curiousity about nearby (and
unknown) places. Attention
of visitor can be raised by
an enviroment that is novel,
intense, sensuous, or complex.
Possible Alternatives
A map system can be
complete enough to
provide all this
information.
The establishment of
cues in the enviro-
ment can be very
effective, especially
when coupled to a
carried map.
Permanent maps can
also pinpoint a
person precisely.
Carried maps and
guards are the most
reliable. Signs and
permanent maps, if
properly located, are
also quite effective.
Enviromental cues
can be manipulated to
attract attention.
Maps and signs give
answers to this
question, as does
exploration.
41 0 0
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Criteria for Devices Used to Inform the Visitor
Maps, lists, signs, directories, and to some
extent, guards giving directions--each is considered
to be a general information source geared at
answering specific questions that visitors have.
Based on the studies conducted, the following
criteria were developed for any such device:
1. It should be reachable by a visitor seeking
information at the time he needs it.
2. It should serve to orient the visitor in space
and to help him locate those points within the
museum that he desires to find.
3. It should encourage the visitor to form a
coherent image of the MFA, thereby giving him a
framework within which he can more knowledgeably
deal with the museum.
4. It should be simple to understand and serve
to reduce an overload of information.
5. It should be designed as part of a total
system of information. Each element of that
system should reinforce the others.
6. It should be placed so that it is not in
competition with other things for attention.
7. It should be adaptable to changes within
the museum. And,
8. It should reflect the priority of needs
that the visitor carries into the museum
with hin,
In addition to these general criteria,
9. A map should provide a simple directory
of the available collections and visitor
services within the museum. And,
10. A map should be reversible. Given a
destination, the visitor should be able to
find it on the map. Given a point on the map,
he should be able to determine what is
located there.
Oriteria for Devices Used to Educate the Visitor
Visitor information centers, tours, and to a
certain extent naps can each be viewed in two
ways. They are sources of information, but at
the same time, they try to open up new
possibilities to the visitor and to encourage
more enjoyable, knowledgeable, and fulfilling
visits. As such they are also education
devices. Each such device should be developed
with attention given to the following criteria:
-O.*.*W4MW ~01 '
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1. It should give a simple, yet vivid, idea of
what the museum has to offer.
2. It should encourage diverse and responsive
interaction with the museum and open opportunities
to the visitor.
3. The location within the museuu of everything
referred to in an orientation device should be
clearly indicated.
4. It should encourage the visitor to form a
coherent image of the MFA, thereby giving him
a framework within which he can more freely
interact with the museum.
5. Such orientation devices should be reachable
by any visitor near the start of his tour of the
museum.
6. It should be engaging to a p;asser-by and
hold attention once it attracts a visitor.
7. It should be functionally separated from
activities in which they will be in
competition for attention.
8. It should be adaptable to changes within
the museum.
9. Each device should be flexible in terms
of the time needed for the device to be
useful to the visitor. And, finally,
10. It should also be capable of providing
for individualized uses.
Criteria for Re-shaping the Enviroment
Re-shaping the enviroment can be an extremely
effective way of providing information. The
best kind of information is that which
answers the question before it is consciously
raised. This gives the visitor a sense cf
confidence, a sense of being able to tour the
museum- with ease. Criteria by which this can
be at lease partially achieved are as follows:
1. Collections shouls be internally cc'esive
and internally centered. They should be
perceivable as single units. Where cole--ions
are on two floors, the verticality of the
arrangement should be exaggerated.
2. Edges between each collection, and be-ween
collections and other functions, should be
clear and strong. Some type of transitice
should exist, though visual and physical
connections should not be impaired.
3. Paths should be clear and continuous, with
few branchings and a minimum of ambiguity
4. Nodes, such as stairwells, entrances, and
rotundas, should be exaggerated and made Tisually
prominant. Accessibility to and through ese
areas should be simplified.
40 0 0 0
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5. Landmarks, like nodes, should have high
visibility. This is particularly important
for orientation. And,
6. The smaller the structural impact on the
museum, the more feasible the alternative.
Recommendations:
The essential last link of this analysis lies in
the recommendations--the physical design of the
criteria suggested. The suggestions are
extensive, and in the short run are beyond
what the Museum is likely to find feasible.
They are therefore given in the order of both
urgency and effective impact. For easy
accessibility, a more complete discussion of
each recommendation has been indexed.
1. The museum's visual communication p61
and information should be integrated into a
total system based on the coding of each
collection and the visitor services with a
distinct color. That color would be used on
all maps to refer to each section, and would
be promirantly displayed on the jamb of each
doorway within a section. The contents of
each gallery and the gallery number would also
be displayed on each jamb.
2. A Visitor Information Center should p P7- 7
be established. It should consist of two parts,
the major portion being in the Crypt area with
a secondary extension located in the Rotunda
area. The Crypt area should have five elements:
a slide show of pieces from the museum's
collection projected in such a way as to inform
the viewer of its location; a permanent set of
maps arranged vertically, coded by color, and
containing an extensive directory of galleries
and frequently sought pieces; a list of events
and notices; an information desk; and places
to sit, music to hear, and possibly even food
to eat. The secondary information center
should consist of permanent maps coupled with
a 0
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select pieces from each collection, all of which
should be displayed on a large outline of a plan
of the museum. The outline should be laid out
on the floor, and each piece placed on that part
of the outline that corresponds to their true
location. Their pedestals should be colored
using the coding system developed, with the
floor number of each piece prominantly
displayed.
3. Permanent maps should be developed as F7 0
part of the total information system. It
should be based on collections and use the
coding developed. There should be one on each
floor near each stairwell. Each location should
provide general information about the entire
museum and specific information about the collec-
tion within which it rests. The are within which
the maps rest should be painted the color origin-
ally coded for visitor services and should not
contain art exhibits.
4. Signs should be reserved for high
priority information. Each sign should be
placed so that no more than one other sign is
needed to reach the objective. All signs
should be uniformly designed.
5. Guards should be required to know
the location of the most sought after works of 7
art. They should further be encouraged to give
directions in terms of the image the maps seek
to create. It should also be made clear to
visitors that guards are there to help them.
6. The employees' and visitors' parking
lots should be reversed, and visitors directed
into the Huntington Avenue entrance.
7. Written tours should be provided in
pamphlet form, each pamphlet covering a different
collection and one pamphlet for the museum in
general.
8. The corridors that connect the
Fenway and Huntington Entrances should be made
f'
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more clear. Signs which designate the VI, as
well and the VIC itself, should be used to tie
these corridors together,
9. The collections should be consolidated
both horizontally by means of adjacent galleries
and vertically by centering collections around P
stairwells. To accomplish this the American
Paintings and the Print Collections should be
reversed and the American Decorative Arts on the
first floor should be consolidated around the
north stairwell in Section C.
10. The Garden Court should be given ,%3-16
greater clarity with additional and more
prominant views from inside the museum. The
collections located in Section D~should be placed
in the rooms with views of the garden. The
windows that were bricked up in gallery 1C10
should be re-opened. The balconies on either
side of the Tapestry Room should also be
re-opened to the public during the warmer
seasons. The windows in the second floor
Decorative Arts sections and in gallery 2WO2
should be lowered. Gallery 2D07 should be
made a part of 23)06. The resulting gallery,
together with 1D06, 1B37, and 2B37 should
contain prominent, protruding windows, possibly
with a small rest area and information attached
to these windows. Furthermore, the door between
2B36 and 2B37 should be enlarged to emphasize
the window in 2B37 throughout the Egyptian
gallery. Art objects should be removed from
in front of windows were possible. Finally, the
actual design of the windows should reflect both
the manner in which people will look through
them and the collections within which they rest.
11. Lastly, each of the four minor
staircases should be made visually prominant,
with the visual connections between floors being
exaggerated. To accomplish this, the elevator
near C33 should be removed, leaving a larger
Q 0Q 11
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opening between the three floors. The other
three stairwells should be expanded to include
half levels which would house a few exhibits as.-
well as a set of permanent maps.
3
It is clear that the particular distri-
bution of the various degrees of interest and
the average interest in entire museums or
portions of museums has a dual determination.
Cn the one hand, these measures of interest
are determined by the nature of the public the
museum draws as visitors. Cn the other hand,
the size, methods of display, and other
intrinsic characteristics of the museum will
determine the amount and distribution of
interest. In consequence of this, inter-
museum comparisons are extremely difficult
to make without error, since neither one of
the two important factors can ever be held
exactly constant.
Arthur Kelton
Problems of Installation
in Museums of Art
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Chapter 3
The Visitor within the YFA:
Identity and Characteristics
The nature of the public the museum
attracts and the intrrisic characteristics of
the museum are two factors which serve as impor-
tant determinants of the collective behavior of
museum visitors. It therefore seems appropriate
to analyze these factors both in search of
useful data for our own analysis and with the
hope that other museums, knowing the qualities
that make them different from the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts, might find this document useful
for their own planning.
The first factor to be analyzed is
the nature of the visitors who come to the
museum. Based on a study of 702 visitors
conducted by Michael C'Hare of the Museum's
Planning Department, the in-season (September
through IMay) visitor can be described in terms
of demographics, motivation for coming to the
museum, behavior while in the museum, and
reactions to the museum.
0 0Q
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Demographics: It should be noted at this
point that this information is based only on -P
visitors who are self-directed (adults, with
or without accompanying children, who are not
in organized groups). This is not only true of
this study, but also of the four other studies .& 5 -
referred to in this report. Organized groups, -- s
although interesting, require a rather different --
analysis than the ones presented.
The population is predominantly young, with a
mean age of 27.
It is also predominantly female (59.4%) and -- ~~~-
white (96.3%).
The museum must be considered a regional museum, -'-__ -- 8 IE
with Massachusetts, the other New England states,
and the Middle Atlantic states each contributing -- d
significantly to the number of visitors who
visit the museum each year.
Its visitors are also highly educated, with
87.1% of the visits being made by people with -
education beyond the high school level.
By far, students account for the largest
occupational class of visitors as well as 
-2 6Z1 urr 46 16u
visits (29.5% and 31.3%). mdex za
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otivation: Why people visit the museum
can be seen here:
A full 46.7% of the visits are conducted by
people who consider themselves professionals
or serious amateurs in the art related fields.
If you add those who have some form of art as
a hobby, the percentage increases to 59.9%.
Almost 80% of the visits are conducted for the
purpose of visiting the art collection.
Finally, looking at the collections visited,
a heavy emphasis on special collections and
paintings emerges.
Purpose for Visiting (in Percent)5
Lunch, Tea 1.6
art class 3.7
lecture, movie 4.7
research library 6.6
specific galleries 16.1
collection in general 40.4
special exhibitions 22.8
Destinations
(percent)
intended to visit wmm
visited
intended to visit and kncew location
intered to visit and- did visit
26
Behavior: The third area of analysis
is the behavior of visitors in relationship to
getting to the museum and to using its facilitiest.
First, the two entrances are equally used, with
the Fenway entrance receiving 52% of the visitors.
This is directly related to the parking situation
since both the parking lot (in which 40% of the
drivers park) and the Fenway street parking feed
into this entrance. With 63.7% of the visits to
the museum being made by car as compared to
20.5% using public transit and 11.8% walking,
this factor becomes significant.
The number of people who arrive together tends
to be small.
The effect of the number of visits per visitor
and the number of visitors can be shown. Note
that almost half of the visitors are first time
visitors. This implies that many visitors
never return. This finding holds true even
for those visitors who consider themselves
amateur or professional artists.
27
Reactions: Reactio.s to Parts of the
museum were taken before a visitor left. The
most significant results for our purposes can be
found in the two services :.ost often requested:
better directions (24.3% of visits; 32.7% of
visitors) and greater comfort (17.6% of visits;
18.7% of visitors). A further important
reaction is the percentage of people who did not
see all they wanted to see. Of the visitors
who came to the museum, 56% of them expressed
this viewpoint.
The Visitor: Problems and Potentialities:
There are several important implications of the
data worth noting. We are dealing, it would
appear, with a young, highly educated group of
visitors who have come from a large part of the
New England area. There is a high degree of
serious interest in art, particularly among those
who visit often. Yet, at the same time, many
visitors rarely or never return.
More importantly, however, the museum's
use m-ttern and the entrance condition have
direct implications on the study conducted.
Visitors fall into three general catagories:
an urknown number of people who come. In groups
through the staff entrance; the 11.3% of the
visitors surveyed who come to do research, hear
a lecture, or go to a class; and the others who
come to see one or more of the art galleries.
Since the study concerns itself with information
and the question of the museum's understandabil-
ity, the first two groups, both of whose members'
movements are directed rigidly by their goals,
were ignored in favor of the third group of
self-directed visitors.
The second implication has to do with
method of subject selection. Given the almost
50-50 division of arrivals at each entrance,
a random selection of visitors at both doors
28
served to give the most balanced picture of
movement within the museum as a whole. With
this in mind, the basic research techniques were
developed.
The Museum Structure and Its Implications:
The second factor to be analyzed is the museum
itself. As originally conceived, the museum was
a two-floored, H-shaped building, the first floor
being devoted to offices and study collections
and the second floor containing most of the art
works and the best collections. As the museum
grew, more of the first floor was used for
public gallery space. The addition of two new
wings further expanded the capacity of the museum,
but at the same time it also complicated its
movement patterns.
This historic development has had four
effects on today's museum. First, the
original design was clear cut: from a given
F I
area (the .otunda) most of the museum's collec-
tion branched out with the collection well'
matched with the architecture. This has since
dissolved into ambiguity. No longer is the
structure of the museum obvious.
Second, the new additions which created
more space to fill new and old departments'
space needs also added to the complecity of the
physical layout. This greatly increased not
only the options to the museum visitor, but
the number of decision/confusion points as well.
The third effect can be seen in the
current architectural arrangement of collections.
Space on the second floor, being a scarce
resource, had to be augmented by space on the
first floor. Until new sections of the museum
were added, there existed a clear vertical
connection between parts of a collection
centered around one staircase each. The
new additions make this vertical alignment
less clear.
Finally, a very concrete shift in the
archtectural conception of the building has
taken place. The original H-shape, with one
north-south corridor and two east-west corridors
has given way to a present arrangement in which
the imageability of a central corridor now
competes with that of two side corridors.
Perhaps the most concrete image that remains
does not even lie within the museum's walls,
but rather in the two courts created by the
additions. This competing imageability,
coupled with an increase in ambiguity, more
complex visitor diV sions, and the develop-
ment of vertical alignment are the major
problems that have developed through past
expansion of the museum.
4In order to design for movement, a
whole new system of conceptualizing must be
undertaken. Our present systems of design
and planning are inevitably limited to our
techniques of conceptualizing and our methods
of symbolizing ideas. We know only how to
delineate static objects, and so that is all
we do... Since we have no techniques for
describing the activity that occurs with
spaces or within buildings, we cannot
adequately plan for it, and the activity
comes, in a sense, as a by product after the
fact.
Laurence Halprin
Cities
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Chapter 4
The Visitor Within the hFA:
Patterns of Movement
The Boston Museum of Fine Arts
currently has more than 150 public art galleries
and service areas connected by raore than two
dozen corridors and staircases--a complex
enviroment that is dealt with weekly by thousands
of people, most of whom are at least partially
unfamiliar with it. How do these visitors
deal with this complexity? Are they comfortable
with it? These are important questions, but
ones which, for the most part, have not been
dealt with.
To state these questions in more
analyzable terms: In what manner does a
visitor move through the museum? Is he able
to do so without supplementary inforration? Are
there patterns to the movement? Identifiable
decision points? Is there any stress involved
in making/avoiding decisions to move into
unknown areas?
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The basic issue is to identify
movement patterns and the decision process and
behavior associated with them. It was theorized
that such patterns are conditional on four
factors:
1. the pre-conceptions and inclinations people
-carry into the museum with them,
2. the effect of other people with whom a
visitor tours the museum,
3. the archtecture (especially its symbolic
qualities which assign a level of importance
to spaces) together with the layout and
display of the galleries and collections
within the museum setting, and
4. the information system available to
users concerning the opportunities, architec-
ture, layout, and display.
Using this theory as a basis, a
behavioral study of visitor movement patterns
was conducted to determine the relative
importance of each factor. Twenty-two
subjects, eight from the summer and fourteen
from the month of November, were interviewed
for pertinant background data and then
observed during their entire tour with all
movement and behavior recorded (see Appendices
B and D).
The data that evolved out of this study
is in several forms. For the most part it is
very fine grain, giving a detailed picture of
how individual visitors react to the museum
setting. Yet fine grained behavior frequently
repeats itself until patterns can be differenti-
ated. The following draws attention to these
patterns.
1. Movement Patterns Due to the Preeonceptions
and Inclinations of the Visitor
As was mentioned, each of the four factors
which may be affecting movement should have an
effect on any observed pattern. In the study
done, the results frequently do show a mixture
of influences. However, patterns stand out
most clearly when they are developed using the
visitor's pre-inclinations as the main variable.
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Unlike the other three factors, degree of pre-
inclination generates a simple scale of results
based on three (and only three) distinct -
patterns depending upon whether the visitor is
purposeful (knows fairly well what specific
galleries he would like to visit), casual
(would like to see the collection in general,
with no single purpose), or has mixed motives
(would like to see one specific gallery, then
anything else, or would like to see the entire
collection with the distinct purpose of
discovering what the best exhibits are for
future visits).
Most visitors to the museum have a
strong idea of what they would like to see.
Fourteen of the twenty-two studied visited
those exhibits for which they originally
indicated a preference, and, aside from perhaps
one other exhibit, they restricted their
interest to only those indicated. This
includes all eight of the visitors who have
been to the museum ten or more times,
The galleries to which a purposeful
visitor goes tends to consistently be the
best known and most popular of the museum.
This is especially true of those six visitors
who come only infrequently (less than four
previous visits), yet still have a clear idea
of what they would like to see. The galleries
to which they invariably planned to go are the
special exhibits, the painting collection and/or
the Asian collection. The more frequent visitors
tended to add prints, American artists, and the
Egyptian collection to their tour. For the most
part, this reflects a pattern of incremental
exploration: if attracted into a gallery on a
previous visit, the frequent visitor is more
prone to re-visit it on a later onei.,
Another characteristic of the purpose-
ful visitor is the fact that eleven of the
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fourteen did not use any map while there
- - (this incldes five of the six infrequent users
- - -Pertaps because they have specific destinatLons,
their tendency was to rely on the verbal direc-
tions of guards when in doubt. In all, a
Dattern of use develops in which the purposeful
visitor comes to see two or three specific
collections and sees them. He then may or may
not see one additional gallery. If he does, it
is likely to be one that is visually adjacent
- _ _to a spot on his original tour. In this way,
as two visitors have stated to be their own
experience, the person who comes frequently
gradually explores the museum.
A visitor who both plans one specific
facet of his museum stay and who also desires
ao r to visit some unspecified section proves to
r e have a very different approach to the museum.
He uses information wherever possible:
carrying and studying maps, stopping to read
signs, and trying to make visual connections with
each gallery he passes. He also spends more 
-
time in the museum than members of either other 
- - -
group and is very diverse in his interests. The
pattern reflects these points: the visitor sees
what he has particular interest in first, and 
-
then procedes to another gallery by studying a
map or by looking into various galleries--in 
--
short, a very "rational", decision-based
approach. It should be noted, however, that
three of the four visitors in this group are
experienced museum-goers from outside of Boston
and each has the particular purpose of finding
out what the museum has to offer in terms of 7
resources.
The third type of pattern is generated
by the visitor who enters the museum with no A
/~ G
further desire than "seeing" the museum. These
four visitors are not motivated by particular
goals or particular knowledge of art; rather,
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they seek to get a sense of "what the museum is".
Robert Weiss, in his study of pavilicns at the
Seattle World's Fair, noticed a similar behavior:
Most observations that have been made are
compatible with the assumption that visitors to
a hall are less concerned with seeing all the
exhibits within the hall than they are with
getting something less specific, a sense of
having experienced what th'e hall has to offer...
In line with this assumption, it has been
found that visitors tc a hall tend to adopt a
route through the hall which leads them to the
exhibits they conceive of as "must-see"
exhibits (exhibits which, if missed, would make
them feel they had not seen something important
to the hall), but skip exhibits not on the
route from entrances to exits, and avoid
routes which would r uire them to circle
throughout the hall. 
-
Extrapolating into the larger setting of
the museum, one would expect people so motivated
to cover large sections of the museum. This is
exactly what we find: each visitor covered a
large area, using any source of information
available in order to keep going through new
sections. Three of the four tried to use a
map; each found it too confusing. They
N de
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generally stopped only briefly in front of many
different pieces. Two of the four seemed to be
relatively at ease with this situation, though
the frequent back-tracking and retracing they
went through seemed at least partly disconcerting,
The other two seemed to be totally confused and
frustrated by a museum (and its map) that made
little sense, later articulating this unease
to the observer.
Diversion--An Analysis of Movement Patterns
Due to the Inclination of the Visitor
Before continuing with the other three
factors, it seems timely to clarify some issues
implicitely associated with this analysis. For
instance, the low level of map usage is at
least partly related to the fact that the par-
ticular map available at the time the project
was performed was not very useful to most
visitors. Their difficulties are actually one
of the motivations for this study. Thus,
low map usage at this time cannot be
considered indicative of visitor attitudes
towards maps in general.
An even more important consideration is
that there is no value judgement implied by
the scale constructed. The purposeful is not
"better" than the totally uninitiated in art.
They are merely two different members of the
public to which the museum opens its doors,
each with his own needs.
This problem, however, becomes more
subtle when one shifts the analysis to the
"visitor vs. visits" realm. By this I mean:
does a person who comes more frequently warrant
proportionally more consideration? To show
the effect this consideration might have on
this analysis, the previously cited survey
data10 was used to weight the "pre-inclination"
factor from visits (the research project
selected subjects according to visits) to
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visitors (thus giving frequent and infrequent
visitors an equal chance of selection).
This was accomplished by taking each
visitor's number of visits in the last year and
matching this to the proportion of visitors
throughout the museum that fall into the same
catagory divided by the proportion of visits
in the same catagory. Using this new proportion,
each "visitor" was weighted so as to have an
equal chance of selection.
Before weighting, the ratio of purposeful
visitors to mixed to casual is seven to two to
two. After weighting, it is seven to four to
six. Thus if each visitor, independent of how
many times he enters the museum, is considered
absolutely equivalent to all other visitors, the
group of those who are not purposeful comes out
to be larger than those who are. To put it
another way: whereas most visits are done by
people who do have strong pre-inclinations,
most visitors are people who do not have such
pre-inclirations.
This analysis is not meant to suggest
that any of the three groups deserve special
consideration because they have more members.
Rather, it is =eant to show that each of these
three classes contains a significant number of
the museum's seLf-directed adults. Each class
therefore deserves consideration by those who
design an information system.
One way in which the differences
between each class of visitors might be made
more clear is to visualize similar situations
in which such people might find themselves.
For instance, one analogy might be that the
purposeful visitor uses the museum as a federa-
tion of different museums (going to only one
unless the publicity of another attracts him
in) or sees it much as he would a dinner
party in which he spends most of his time with
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close friends; the visitor with mixed motives uses
it as a newly bought encyclopedia (checking those
things of particular interest to him and skimming
the rest to find out what is available) or as
an experience similar to an evening party in
which he knows most of the guests casually and
a few closely; and the casual visitor can be
likened to a visitor to a new and foreign city
or to Disney World (he is looking, not for
details, but for the spirit and excitement that
ties the place together, a sense of what it is
that makes the place unique), similar perhaps
to a cocktail party where a person can meet many
new people on a casual basis. All.these
experiences are unique in some ways, similar in
others* Each museum and party requires varying
reactions and answers to different questions.
Any policy recommendation must recognize these,
separate experiences, just as social convention
must reflect the different party situations.
2. hovement Patterns and Other People
As the visitor population characteristics
made clear, 65% of all visitors tour the museum
with other people. Cf these, virtually all
(excluding only 12%) either come in pairs or
in groups of three. Thus, for a substantial
number of visitors, there exists a second
factor which should affect their movement pattern
namely: the effect of having two or more people
creat the pattern together instead of one person
moving alone.
Arthur Melton proposes what might be
considered the fundamental shift in behavior:
"when two people go to a museum together the
behavior of each one is shifted toward the
11
average for the two." This implies that one
visitor is more interested in a given collection
(or art in general) than the other, though it
does not imply that it is always the same one
that is more interested. In either case,
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however, the process that encourages each to
converge on the average is by no means perfect.
One visitor is frequently finished with a
gallery before the other. This additional time
is frequently put into behavior which tends to
make the movement patterns of two or three-
people more constantly changing than that of
one person. If there is information available,
the person who finished first is likely to scan
it; if not, he is likely to engage in a
movement that could be called explorationt
briefly checking out different galleries.
Such a pair responds more actively to what is
available than a single person might.
Even beyond this particular behavior,
the basic nature of two people making decisions
seems to encourage the seeking and use of
information. Decisions as to what will be done
must often be made verbally, and preferences must
be made explicit if two people are to come to
agreement. To the extent that this proves
true, info ration becomes all the more useful.
In actuality, this pattern did exist in the
visitors observed.
3. Movement Patterns Within the Museum Setting
There remains two areas of analysis: the
architecture of the museum with the layout and
display of galleries, and the information
system. Each of these has a marked effect on
the movement patterns of a visitor. The
architecture does this through its symbolic
qualities which assign a level of importance
to spaces, by its spatial organization (the
size and shapes of spaces, as well as their
relationship to each other), by the ambiguity
or clarity of circulation lines, by the
accessibility of places and the existance
of internal obstacles, and by the nature of
architectural attractions (such as staircases).
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In like manner, the way in which collections are
placed within the museum has an effect on the
movement patterns, since certain popular collec-
tions can create common movement paths.
The effects of architecture and layout
can be analyzed quite extensively, far beyond
our immediate purpose of providing aid to
visitors (see Appendix D). However, even
within the limitations of this study, there are
many striking characteristics associated with
the relationship 'between these factors and
information needs. Probably the best example
of this lies in the ability of a visitor to'
cross the width of the Museum. On the first
floor the path is indirect and ambiguous.
On the second it is straightforward. This is,
of course, in keeping with the historic intent
which emphasized the second floor over the first.
In general, the current attraction
towards the upper level seems to be very high
for1bothk entrances, with over half the visitors
studied passing up there immediately after
entry. The reason for this is complex: in
part it is the architecture of the stairs, but
Fenway has a collection box in front of its
stairs, and it still seems to function as well
as that at Huntington (note, however, that the
Fenway entrance is more confusing, and out of
a series 'of choices, the stairs remains the
most prominant). Probably of equal or
greater importance, though, is the fact that
Painting and Special Exhibits are located at
the top of each staircase, and each of these
has strong drawing power once their presence
is known.
What we have at this axis of the museum,
then, is an effective match between layout of
the collections and architecture. The Tapestry
Room connects two rotundas which connect the
entrances to the most popular galleries via
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staircases. This has potentially important
effects on any information system used, since
there exists at these points a consistent and
strong movement pattern that aids in the
formation of a mental image of the museum by the
visitor and to which certain types of information
can be attached. The reverse is also true: a
bad mix between layout and archtecture can
cause considerable problems. For example,
the directory at the Huntington Avenue entrance
goes unnoticed by many: the task at hand is to
buy a ticket and get in. A typical visitor does
not deal with the question of what he will see
until after he has finished this preliminary
activity. A directory would therefore have more
impact tied either to the area inside the.
entrance, to the rotunda upstairs, or to both.
The rotundas seem to have effect above and
beyond the number of people that pass through
them. The rotundas, by offering many fairly
clear alternatives, reinforces a situation in
which the visitor must make a conscious choice.
As it stands now, however, the consequences of
choosing an alternative are not clear since the
decision is based only on what is seen in the
adjacent galleries. This is not true for a
series of galleries--here the decision as to
where a visitor may go can occur without much
thought. He has only a few limited choices, and
they can be done quite passively. It is for this
reason that shifts from one exhibit to another,
especially shifts that allow for as many choices
as the rotundas do, are the places that informa-
tion proves immediately useable.
Yet to say that information belongs
predominantly at those places that are rich in
imagery and well matched to layout is to only
scratch the surface. Looking at the movement
patterns that emerged from the study, it is
clear that many decisions are made at these
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points. It is also clear that much confusion
occurs at precisely those points that are not
clear and that do not serve as focal points. In
fact, if it were not for the ability of many
visitors to keep travelling without making
long-range decisions, using only their "sense
of the place" as guides, then it would be at
these very same points of ambiguity that the
greatest need for information would occur.
and potentially the most potent--sources of
information. In the extreme, it is only when
these enviromental cues fail--either because
they are too complicated for comprehension or
too unclear for ordering-that supplementary
sources of information are needed. It is the
purpose of the next section to deal with this
issue of information-both from its enviromental
level and from its supplementary level.
4. Sources of Information
In the final analysis, it is not only the
architecture and the layout that dictate infor-
mation needs, but also the immediate needs of
the individual himself. Architecture and layout
aggravate the individual's needs by forcing
questions to be raised through ambiguity or
alleviating them by answering questions through
built-in clarity. For our purposes, it is
therefore best to view them as alternative--
5
The central source of data is people's
own evaluation of their sense of competence
and objective measures of it, relative to the
availability, extent, quality, and placement
of enviromental resources. The very process
of design is, then, to be conceived as a
response to the stimuli of human demands:
the object in the enviroment is not lying
there waiting for its stimulus properties
to take effect upon the person, but instead
the person endows the object with various
kinds of stimulus properties depending
upon the extent to which he can carry out
effective behavior that uses the object as
a resource.
Constance Perin
With Man in Mind: An
Interdisciplinary Prospectus
for Enviromental Design
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Chapter 5
The Visitor and the TA:
Way-finding and Understandability
A person entering the FTA must in some
way come to grips with one of the most complex
public buildirg~s he is ever likely to visit.
It contains, among other things, almost 225
doorways through which the public may pass,
each leading to areas which are potentially
unique to his experience, and each of which he
has an equal right to pass through. In many
ways, this becomes a difficult problem of
way-finding.
Fundamental to the way-finding process
is the ability to understand the enviroment
through which one seeks to move. Only through
the consistent use and organization of definite
sensory cues from the external enviroment can
a person move freely and purposefully. An
enviroment which has the quality of having
easily recognizable pa-rts that can be organized
into a coherent pattern is said to be "legible"
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In his discussion of "The Image of the
viroment,"12 Kevin Lynch points out that the
ability to organize sensory cues is the basis of
efficient and pleasurable movement. This
organization into an enviromental image serves
as the framework upon which the experience of
the enviroment is pililed together. For an image
to be workable, it must contain three components.
It requires first "the identification of an
object" as distinct and unique from other objects.
Second, the image must be able to stricture the
object's enviroment: it must include "the
spatial or pattern relation of the object to the
observer and to other objects." Finally, the
image is based on meaning: if the object has
no meaning to the observer, it will not become
part of his image. 3
The difficulty of image formation occurs
when an enviroment becomes illegible. Ma1,jor
difficulties which lead to this include
confusions, floating points, weak boundaries,
isolations, breaks in continuity, ambiguities,
branchings, and lacks of character or differ-
entiation.
Yet even environments which seem chaotic
are able to be patterned, and if forced to deal
with such a set of surroundings, a person will
seize upon minor clues or will shift his atten-
tion from physical appearance to other aspects
such as use-location.15
What, then, are the images that can
adequately serve a visitor to the museum?
Michael O'Hare, in conjunction with the MFA's
map project, proposed two such images. He
pointed out that "most visitors will make do
with a mental image of Zone El, centered on the
rotunda, and flanked by the galleries, and by
the courtyards."
He goes on to note a second possible
image: "The Museum should be considered by
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the *isitor, and presented to him, as three floors - -
of nine zones each... Ideally, experience with
the building and the map system would fix in the
visitor's mind a "typical floor plan" of the
building consisting of nine zones, vertical
circulation, locations (zone "centers"), the
rotunda, and possibly the corridor system linking
these centers to the rotunda." He concludes by
stating that "the above mental map is assumed to
M
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be the most complicated one any visitor car. be
expected to remember."1 7
A third image can be developed by concen-
trating on use-locations as the basis of
imagability. Such a system would encourage
visitors to think of the museum as a circulation
and visitor support system coupled to eight
collections. Individual floors would be de-
emphasized in favor of total collections.
These, then, are three inages the museum
might seek to foster. The other possibility, of
course, is to assume that a visitor does not need
aid in constructing his mental image of the museum,
that all he requires is information in raw,
unstructured form. In this case, a much less
defined way-finding aid should be developed.
As we have seen, images have three
components, two of which we have already dealt
with: identity and structure. The final point
of consideration for developing an aid for
way-finding lies in the third component:
meaning. For an aid to have meaning, it must
be intimately tied to the needs of the visitor.
From the study conducted in November on
movement patterns, it became clear that these
needs included the following questions:
1. What kind of art does the MFA contain?
2. In general, what should I see?
3. In general, how do I get around the museum?
4. How do I get to point X?
5. What lies on the .path to point X?
6. Where am I now?
7. Am I still on path?
8. What is over there?
An aid which Drovides identification and structure
to the objects in the museum, and is meaningful
to the visitor, will be capable of providing a
clear and useful image.
Using this as a basis, a second series
of studies was conducted to test the usefulness
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of the different organizations of the museum.
It was decided to test these using three styles
of maps (see Appendix C). These maps were devel-
oped both to cover the range of image possibili-
ties (unstructured directory, structured by
architecture, and structured by use patterns)
and the range of maps typically given out by
museums (see Appendix E).
Using the same criteria as the first
project, twenty-six people were selected (ten
for the map based on the museum as a grouping
of twenty-seven architectural units, ten for the
map based on the museum as a grouping of nine
collections and use categories, and six for the
map based on the museum as a grouping of 150
public galleries and use spaces) during the months
of February and March. These people were seen
partly as experimental subjects and partly as
user consultants. They were each told that the
map was experimental and that their opinion
on the effectiveness of the map would be
requested. In this way, their behavior would
be more than likely affected (hence nct good
experimental subjects) but at the same time
they would become more aware of their way-
finding behavior, and thus more effective
"consultants".
Interviews were given both before and
after their tour through the museum, and,,as
before, their behavior was observed as they
actually proceeded through the museum (see
Appendix B). The pre-tour interview was
designed to elicit background information. The
post-tour interview was geared toward clarifi-
cation of behavior and image formation. It was
meant to elicit a verbal description of their
image of the museum, to measure their recall of
where they-had been in relationship to the map,
to draw forth their own memories of certain
behavior that was unclear, to check for
satisfaction with where they went as well as
where they did not go, and to record their
impressions about the map they used as well as
the two they did not use. This information can
best be summarized in three sub-processes
(the map learning process, the decision-making
process, and the irage formation process) and
a discussion of the usefulness of the maps as
aids to way-finding.
The Map Learning Process
When you enter a new enviroment, you
must gain a basic understanding of it before
you can navigate through it. But if you enter
a new enviroment and are given a map, you can
choose to learn to use the map first. Hopefully,
learning to read and use a map (or any way-
finding aid) is relatively easier than learning
to navigate an unfamiliar enviroment.
It was my initial belief thattiusing
maps of a miuseu::z was relatively straightforward.
It proved, however, to be a "any step process:
interpretation of format and symbols ca-re
first, with orientation and identifying
following immediately afterwards. Furthermore,
there is a general problem of converting a
floor plan to a three dimensional enviroment.
The format and symbols of maps were
generally quickly understood, though there were
frequent problems when any form of complicated
format (such as a matrix) was used. To
accomplish this, though, certain bits of infor-
mation were totally ignored and the map itself
was frequently simplified. As an example, in
a subsequent study of sixty visitors which the
author conducted within the museum (see
Appendix B), it appears that architectural
information is generally overlooked in favor.
of verbal information. If a person is given
an unmarked map of the floor he is on, he will
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frequently be unable or hard put to differentiate
the curved stairwell near the Fenway from the
straight one at Huntington, even though he is
standing on one of them. The same is true for
differentiating the entrances themselves, even
though they are architecturally quite different.
For most of these people, labeling the entrance
as "Fenway" or "Huntington" made the process
trivial.
Once this was accomplished, an attempt
occurred to anchor the map to the physical
enviroment. The process involved discovering
where one was, and then orienting the map
correctly. For those who knew a few places in
the museum, the map was related to these
points. The points chosen tended to be relatively
simple use-points, such as the entrance, a
staircase, or a well known collection.
For most people, however, it was not so
easy. For them, the map presented general
problems of translating a floor plan into an
unfamiliar three dimensional enviroment. As
a result, they had difficulty orienting the
:ap. Even after succeeding in anchoring one
point, they still could not use the map until
they had moved to another point and anchored
that point as well. By so doing, the map took
on a physical and perceivable character, and
could be used effectively. If, after trying a
few times to anchor it, the visitor still did
not understand the map, he would most likely
give up. This whole learning process generally
took about two minutes of actually working with
the map spread over the first five to ten
minutes of the actual visit.
The Deeision Process Coupled to Maps
Having reached the point where a person
understands the map, he now has another tool
for understanding and using the museum.
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Yore than likely he has already used it to see
what is available in the museum, and. perhaps
has selected one collection and is trying to final
it. After this point it is interesting to observe
the purposes for which a visitor references the
map throughout his tour.
The most common pattern is a path-oriented
process and is especially typical of the infrequent
visitor. The map is anchored to the present
location and the eventual goal is pin-pointed.
After this is accomplished, alternate paths to
that goal are investigated, and the best path
chosen. While on route, confusing points are
checked against the map. Another way of
achieving the same type of map use, but in a
less deliberate manner, can be found in people
who set out for a goal, get side-tracked on the
way, and then re-check the map before setting
out again.
Aside from these two, other patterns
exist which are typical of the infrequent
visitor. The map is often used as an inforration
source, answering such questions as "what should
I see?" and "what is available?". In rany
situations, a person who is just touring the
museum in an unstructured way will consult the
map when bored in one collection and shift
directions for another. Finally, the map is also
used as an immediate reference source: at any
place where there is more than one choice, the
map is used to answer the question "what is in
each direction?".
For the frequent visitor, an additional
pattern can be found. This is especially
characteristic of the purposefulvisitor.
Here, the map is used to answer the question
"how do I get to a particular collection?".
In short, it is goal oriented. Still another
pattern unique to this group can be seen in
the person who uses the map to "bring
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everything together" or to "see how much of
the museum I already knew." Here, the person is
using the map to confirm or organize already
known information.
Before moving on, there are two points that
deserve particular attention. The first is to
underline the observation that two people, when
touring together, use a map more often than one
visitor alone. If he has the map, the person
who finishes with a gallery first will frequently
refer to the map out of curiousity and to fill
the time. More than a few times, this
behavior led to that person discovering
something of interest, which they later went to
see.
The second point is in reference to the
concept of being "lost". A visitor is never
lost until he wants to leave the area he is
in and cannot. A typical visitor, realizing
he does not know where he is, will continue
to tour the museum. It is only when he has to
find his way to a specific place that he must
directly confront this inability to -eve
knowledgeably. It is at this point that the
museum is first conceived of as a total :raze.
Thus mary visitors can have very little concept
of how to get around the museum, yet er.ter a
difficult area, confident that the maze will
eventually end. These people are never really
faced with their lack of an envirom.ental irage,
unless they want to leave before they happen
upon an exit. It is at this point that
discomfort sets in, and, if help cannot be
found, a frequent response is to attempt to
backtrace out of the unfamiliar territory. In
short, an image of the museum is not necessary
as long as a visitor is confident that he has
no major decision to make.
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Visitor Impressions: On the Nature of Yaps,
Museums, and Images
The following are comments given by
visitors to the museum in relationship to the
map they used and the two they did not use.
In some cases they have been paraphrased for
clarity. Three or four "typical" responses
have been noted for each type of map used.
Architectural Plap:
teacher--tenth visit
student--first visit
warden---fourth visit
lawyer---third visit
Collection Pap:
hospital worker--eigth visit
postal worker----sixth visit
student----------first visit
teacher----------first visit
Directory Yap:
insurance salesman--first visit
air industry-----first visit
student----------fifth visit
Map Based on Architectural Units Within the Museum
I don't imagine the floors as
similar, they seen different.
I still get disoriented. This
map didn't convince me that
they were the same. To me,
the first floor is a lot of
corridors, while the second
is a lot of open spaces. On
a map, halls should be different
colors than rooms. The picture
I have of the first floor is as
a solid block, impossible to
get through.
The directory is too
complicated alone--too picky.
You can't reverse it to find
out where you are.
The collection map is very
good. It's exactly how I
picture the museum,
especially the special
exhibits and the corridors.
In the architectural map, the
colors are the same and this
threw me off. The relationship
between collections is much
clearer in this map. Even
after being here ten times,
it helps me to visualize the
museum better.
The museum is
confusing. I
guess the layout
is alright with
periods running
into each other.
But the museum
has no defining
features. I
couldn't under-
stand the map
since the layout
is do difficult.
The museum is very
loosely put together,
but not all that
confusing. It took a
while to figure out
this map. Each section
should be colored
differently. I also
had difficulty
figuring which
entrance we came into
through. I didn't
understand the map until
I associated the rotunda
with the central
corridor on the map.
I think the collection
map is best, especially
for the first time
visitor. The directory
map is much too
complicated.
The museum has
two major floors.
It is put together
vertically. For
instance, the
decorative arts
collection is a
vertical block on the
north side. There
is a very large
decorative arts
collection, and the
good European art
is upstairs. The
middle of the museum
is confusing, but the
sides make sense.
The court is not
at all obvious
most of the time.
The connections
from back to front
are difficult. In
here, a corner is
just a corner,
There are no
specifics as to
what happens if
you turn a corner
or go downstairs.
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Eap based on the Collections and Uses of the Museum
The museum is a series of
permanent collections and
special collections spread
out on two major floors.
Very few things make
complete circuits. There
are frequently dead-ends
which force one to retrace
steps and check maps
constantly. It's not
too difficult to find out
where you are because the
center hall serves as a
reference point.
The map is very good. The
architectural map has too
much reading, though, and
the matrix is somewhat
complicated. Furthermore,
I never noticed the
different archtectural
sections. The directory
is impossible.
It's a series of
latarynths. The
museum is much too
complicated. There
is a sequence, but it
is not easy to
understand. I never
could understand the
map, either.
With two main
floors, the museum
is mainly conposed
of a series of
connecting rooms.
Many points are
confusinr. The
map was very.
helpful, though
it took a while
to figure out.
The museum has twc main
floors, each square in
shape. A garden is in
the center. Rooms
connect around these.
Each. series of rooms is
like a maze, but they all
eventually connect to a
main hall, so you can't
get lost. The museum is
much too large to see in
one day.
The map was generally very
good. It was helpful in
finding out how to get
somewhere and also aided
in determining what to
see. One suggestion
might be to have large
maps in the lobby.
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Unstructured Map Based on a Directory System
All I can say is that there
are certain areas for
different art. I almost
think of the museum as one
floor. I guess we preferred
what we saw to what we
wanted to see. I would have
liked either of the other
two maps better.
I have no idea of how
this museum is put
together. It's confusing
and very easy to get lost
in. We just wandered
through the entire trip
and we're tired of looking
and walking. I had no
patience with this map
and either of the other
two would have been
greatly preferred.
The museum is a
series of rights and
lefts--a patchwork of
separate galleries.
American is on the
first floor, paintings
on the second.
Generally, I would not
use a map; I would ask
for directions instead.
A map is too inconvenient,
especially if carried.
You might try using color
in the map and it would
be more convenient if it
were placed on the wall.
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Image Formation and hap Usage
As Kevin Lynch pointed out, when an
enviroment is confusing and ambiguous, an observer
will tend to seize upon other cues to define this
enviroment. This seems to be precisely what has
happened in the museum. Both because the
architecture is undifferentiated and because the
main structure of the museum is its collections,
the main image that a visitor comes away with is
the museum as a series of collection rather than
as an architectural unit. This "collections"
image seems to have the greatest meaning for the
visitor, answering his most pressing questions in
a direct manner.
An enviromental image, Kevin Lynch has
pointed out, is composed of paths (channels
along which the observer customarily,
occasionally, or potentially moves), edges
(boundaries between two phases), districts
(areas with common, identifying character),
nodes (strategic spots which are the intensive
foci to and from which a person travels), and
18landmarks (simply defined physical objects).
"Orientaticn within a museum" and "development
of a total image" depends upon "recognizable
19architectural equivalents" to these five
elements. The problem within the museum,
however, is that the paths and districts
(seen by the visitor as the corridors and
colleations) merge, the edges between sections
are often unnoticeable and the nodes and
landmarks are virtually all located in the
central mall area. As a result, the typical
image that a visitor carries around with him
tends to be weak and ill-defined. This is
especially true for infrequent visitors and
for visitors who are not strongly pre-inclined
toward one section (a' section which the frequent,
purposeful visitor soon learns quite well).
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The maps, if organized by sections,
seemed to greatly aid the process of image
formation and increase the understanding of the
museum. Still, it proved to have many short-
comings: it does not read easily since it is
only partially tied to the enviroment,. it is
difficult to orient, and it is seen as incon-
venient by some.
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6Since image development is a two-way
process between observer and observed, it is
possible to strengthen the image either by
symbolic devices, by the retraining of the
perceiver, or by reshaping one's surroundings.
You can provide the viewer with a symbolic
diagram of how the world fits together: a
map or a set of written instructions.
Kevin Lynch
Image of the City
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Chapter 6
Analysis of Alternatives
"The more at home a man is, the less
need he has for consciously designed information
20
sources in his physical surroundings." By
inverse logic, then, consciously arrayed
information becomes more important as an
enviroment becomes more foreim. As we have
seen, it is not at all easy to be at home with
the i7A. The designer must therefore be able
to explicitly reveal its form and functions
through other means. It is to these "other"
means (use of symbolic devices, the retraining
of the perceiver, and the re-shaping of one's
enviroment) that we now turn our attention.
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Strengthening the Image Through Symbolic Devices
Symbolic devices are perhaps the simplest
and most direct means of affecting way-finding
behavior. Certainly they are the most widely
used, with devices such as maps, directories,
and guidebooks falling into this catagory.
Furthermore, individuals who provide inforration,
such as guards, can also be considered as part
of this group.
Yetthis type of device, when provided
in carried form, has both problems and advantages.
This has been echoed by Robert Weiss in his study
of the Seattle World's Fair:
Very few people can take a program and visualize
the actual scene represented by the map, and a
guidebook is of no use if the visitor does not
know what he wants to be guided to. Nevertheless,
guidebooks seem to be reassuring, and many
people did want them and bought them irediately
on entering Fair grounds, even though they may
not have had any use for them until tqy
decided to see a particular pavilion.
Because of this, it has long been suggested by
different designers that large floor plans and
exhibit listings be installed in "areas of
22decision" . However, in a. survey of Irtforra-
tion devices provided by different museujms (see
Appendix E) this seems to be an option that is
seldom utilized. The possibilities of these
will be dealt with here.
From the studies conducted, it was
possible to develop eight criteria by which any
map, list, sign, or other information source
should conform to. Using these criteria,
problems and opportunities were also isolated.
I. The devices should be reachable by
a visitor seeking information at the time he
needs it.
Reaching all visitors with information appears
unlikely if the designer tries to restrict
information to one source. Frecuent and
purposeful visitors probably will not carry
a map, whereas new visitors greatly appreciate
the versatility in having information available
at any moment. Built-in maps are more
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accessible to all, but have the disadvantage of
providing information at only select points.
This is acceptable to those who have clear ideas
as to what they want to see and who limit their
tours to special sections. Unless the nearest
map is always easy to find, though, it becomes
unacceptable to the visitor who rambles freely
through the museum. Still, there are ways of
making such maps more noticeable. Effective
use of intensity, novelty, color, and perhaps
even sound can pin-point maps and increase
curiousity about them. The shape, size,
contrast and illumination of the maps also bear
heavily. Besides these, the most versatile
alternative is the use of guards as information
sources, since they tend to be easily found.
almost anywhere.
2. Symbolic devices should serve to orient
the visitor in stace and to help him locate
those points within the museum that he desires
to find.
Orienting a person in space and by function is
certainly one of the classic uses of maps. It
is also a very difficult one. A person must
learn how to read the map in order to do this
successfully. Carried maps and guidebooks can
be learned by anchoring designated locations
on the map to two physical spots and using the
real space so created to interpret the map.
Since built-in maps cannot be moved, this process
cannot occur. It is likely that by orienting
the maps within the museum, a single anchor
point will serve as well as the two, though
this remains unclear. Guards and signs can
effectively orient for specifics only.
"Locating points" is a somewhat
different problem,. and means unique things
to various visitors. For the purposeful
visitor, the needs tend to center around the
questions "How do I get to point X?', "Am I
still on path?", andi "What is located over there?",
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For the more casual visitor we can add:
"What kind of museum is this?", "What shall I
see?", "How is the museum organized?", "What
is the most interesting path to follow while
going towards pointX?", and "Where am I now?".
Such questions are best answered by a mapping
system or guidebook. Guards, capable of
dealing with specific questions, would have
real difficulty with general ones. Signs can
only answer a few specific questions. Maps
should be color-coded and have some form of
simple directory organized by either archi-
tecture or collection atchedd-teits code, this
being the format that seems to answer the most
questions. Permanent maps, however, may
contain more detailed information. All maps
should also be reversible. Given a destination,
the visitor should be able to find it on the
map. Given a point on the map, he should be
able to determine what is located there.
In this way, the visitor can satisfy all the
needs cited above.
3. Such devices should encourage the
visitor to form a ccerent image of the MFA.
thereby giving him a framework within which
he can Inore knowledgeably deal with the museum.
If an information system can successfully
augment the enviromental image of a visitor,
that visitor's future information needs are
corresponding lowered and he becomes more self-
sufficient. The image creates a familiarity
with the museum, a familiarity that enables the
visitor to take full advantage of opportunities
and to do so confidently. Like the previous
criteria, this is best met with printed
material. Guards can be helpful in pointing
out and emphasizing individual pieces of an
image, but they cannot organize it cohesively.
A built-in system would probably work best,
since the maps can be large, vertically
arranged to suggest the three floors of the
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museum, and oriented with the museum itself,.
4* These devices should be simple to
understand and serve to reduce an overload of
information.
Simplicity is essential for understanding and
retention of any information. Excessive
information becomes dead-weight. Guards can
be effective at this: they can provide only
the information requested of them. Signs are
also quite effective. Yaps and guidebooks must
be ready to answer many questions, and so cannot
be as simple. A balance between flexibility and
simplicity must be achieved. Built-in maps can
achieve this more easily than carried maps
since they can provide different information at
different points.
. The devices should be designed as
a total system of information. -Each element
of that system should reinforce the others.
Repitition and reinforcement simplify
the difficulty of learning how to use informa-
tion devices. Furthermore, such techniques
help the visitc- construct a strong enviromental
image of the museun as a whole. Integration
into a total system is also the most efficient
use of resources and can be made more aesthetically
pleasing than a random assortment of parts. Given
the results of the studies, the central element
of a system should be the color-coding of
collections and the development of maps based
on the concept of the museum as a series of
districts (collections and visitor services).
The color schene, nomenelature, and typography
of all maps and signs should be developed to
be compatible with each other and with the
enviroments in which they rest.
6. Built-in devices should be placed
so that they are not in competition with other
things for attention.
Carried maps and guards are not part of the
physical museum and tend to be ignored when
not in use. Built-in maps and signs, however,
are not. This is especially true of sigrns
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with their emphasis on a strong, single
message. The problem is greatly exaggerated
when many signs are clustered together, since
they compete not only with the enviroment, but
with each other as well. Built-in maps are
somewhat better since they do not -deand
immediate attention. Yet they are visual
displays, and as such compete with the art of
the museum. This it aggravated by the necessity
of designing such maps to be obvious. A way
of separating these two functions of art and
information would be desirable if it could be
achieved without reducing the availability of
the maps.
7. Information devices should be
adaptable to changes within the museum.
Museums are places that frequently undergo
change. Information should either be general
enough to absorb the change within its frame-
work, or else have a format that can adapt to
these changes. Carried maps should therefore
be kept to a certain level of generality.
Built-in maps can be more specific if designed
to allow for alterations. Signs and guards are
both easily changed.
. All devices should reflect the
priority of needs that the visitor carried into
the museum with him.
Different visitors enter with specific priorites
of needs. It is best if the information
reflected the aggra-JVe of these priorities.
For instance, visitor services are a high
priority item, as is the location of entrances
to the building. The best way to identify high
priority places is to use a few select signs to
desipnate them. 1Maps can also show this.
Guards cannot order the information they give
out, but they too are good at matching the visi-
tor's priorities since they answer the specific
questions asked.
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In order to create an information system
that meets the criteria, a number of ideas are
recommended. To begin, it is recommended that
the museum's visual communication and information
be integrated into a system based on a coding of
collections and visitor services by color.
Corridors, visitor services, and special
exhibits could be grouped together under one
color, while Asian, Egyptian, Greek-Roman,
Prints, American Paintings, American Decorative
Arts, European Decorative Arts, and European
Paintings would each have their own color.
The colors of similar collections should reflect
this similarity. The jambs of all doorways will
label what is on either side of it and will use
the colors to designate which collection each
side lies. A change from one collection to
another would therefore be made prominant.
Where possible, shades of the color
can be used in displaying pieces within a
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collection to re-inforce the image.
Carried maps are to be constructed to show
the architectural details necessary for effective
navigation, and at the same time also emphasize
the enviromental framework set up within the
museum. The maps will be color-coded by the
rine sections already set up (see Appendix C,
exhibit 1), thereby making more solid the connec-
tion betwn map and enviroment. A brief and
simply understood description of what is
available in each section can be placed on the
bottom, this too being keyed by color. Cn the
maps themselves, a minimum of writing should
exist, with only high priority information
being noted. Providing the most information in
the simplest manner is the key to successful
carried maps.
As part of the total system, permanent
maps could also be used to aid general guidance
throughout the museum. These could be used
to suppleMent the smaller carried naps and to
provide information to those who have r.o map.
Each should be oriented in the same manner to
the museun proper, should show the visitor
where he is, and should be coded identical to
the carried maps. They should be located on
each floor near all six stairwells. In this
way, the maps would be consistently located
and for the most part be in the center of
collections, thus providing both identity and
cohesiveness to each collection.
Each location should have two sets of
maps: one which gives a general picture of
the entire museum and one which gives a detailed
view of the collection the visitor is in.
General historic and artistic inforration
concerning the collection, particularly good or
typical pieces, and other types of information
can also be provided as part of this system.
In order to pinpoint the maps more reliably,
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the rooms within which rest the permanent maps
should be pa.inted the color designated for a
visitor service area. There are three places,
however, where this is not feasible: on top
of the Fenway stairwell where the Monet's are
kept and on each floor of the currently
designated A and Z sections. For the latter
two areas, the maps could be placed in the
stairwell itself and the stairwell so colored;
for the Fenway area it seems best to simply
place the maps at the top of the stairwells
relying on its central location to make the
maps obvious.
Aside from the permanent maps, signage
should be kept to a minimum. Signs are highly
specific information sources and should point
out only the highest priority locations: the
visitor information center, both entrances, the
restaurant, and the rest rooms. They should be
placed so that no more than one supplementary
sign is needed to connect a visitor with his
destination. All signs should be uniformly
designed.
Finally, guaris can be a major actor
in guiding visitors. Guards should be
required to know the lccation of the most
sought after works of art. They should be
encouraged to give directions in terms of the
enviromental image that the maps seek to create.
Visitors should be made aware of the fact that
guards are there to help them by placing this
message or. the maps and in the VIC.
The Process of Retraining the Perceiver
Teaching a visitor about the museum
may seem unorthodox at first, but it is a
process that occurs at every point the museum
intervenes to aid the visitor. Maps are not
pure information guides--they cannot help but
also shift a person's perception of the museum's
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architecture, collections, and opportunities.
Certainly guided tours do this also. In fact,
this is potentially the most pctent way of
teaching about how the museum ray be used and
about how it may be moved through. However, it
is limited in scope, and a more ceneral
education trvi--the visitor information/
orientation center--is needed. Such a center
could contain slides or photographs of pieces
within the museum, selected pieces from the
museum proper, notes on changing events,
naps arranged in three dimensions, and a person
to answer questions. It might also have more
elaborate devices, such as maps under the
control of the visitor or projection and
auditory devices matched to collection and
under visitor control. Again using the
research projects as a basis, the following
criteria were developed.
1. The elements of an education
orientation device should give a simple, yet
vivid, idea of what the museum has to offer.
It should Dresent the ileas in as strong a
visual or auditory a manner as possible. All
inforration should also be compatabTe with
the informatior. system already discussed. All
education should be based on the visitors pre-
conceptions, seeking to adapt to them rather
than to re-educate them. As an example, raps
should be ordered by collection since this is
the way visitors conceptualize the museum.
2. The system should encourage diverse
and responsive interaction with the museum and
open opportunities to the visitors.
Encouraging diverse and responsive interactions
with the museum and its opportunities is perhaps
the most important education value of a VIC.
The first-time visitors may discover general
collections of high interest that would
otherwise go unnoticed. The more frequent
visitors ray use it as a basis for expanding
into new Darts of the museum or for learning
about special collections and events. One way
to achieve these aims is by means of small
special exhibits of pieces from the museum.
These can take on two forms: a few select
pieces from each collection or a rotating
exhibit with many pieces from one collection
at a time. The first would serve best to make
the museum as a whole more imageable. The
second would serve best to encourage visits to
individual collections. The former would
therefore appeal to infrequent visitors, while
the latter would prove most beneficial to more
frequent visitors.
'. The location within the museum of
everything referred to in an orientation
device should be clearly indicated.
Everything in the VIC should be displayed
relation to its location and collection.
color-key used in the map should be used
frequently in the display. Slides of art
should be shown'by collection and location.
!aps should be oriented within the museum and
should be armnged vertically to er.hasize
its connections with the physical enviroment.
Furthermore, if special exhibits are made with
Dieces from each collection, the pieces should
be exhibited on a large floor plan of the
museum, using the color-code of the colledtions
where possible.
4. Such devices should encourage the visitor
to form a coherent ima e of the AFA, thereby
giving him a framework within which he can
more freely interact with the museum.
Like the maps, education/information devices
should encourage the process of image formation.
However, given their broder purpose of education,
they should be able to do a much more effective
job. This is especially true of a VIC, which
is highly concentrated in nature. Most of this
depends on how information is displayed and
what information is presented.
in
The
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.e Any device should be reachable by any
visitor at the start of his tour of the museum.
For this to occur, the information must be
physically near the entrances, clearly indicated
to all visitors upon entering, and capable of
holding a large proportion of these visitors
at any one time. For a VIC, a condition in
which every visitor must pass near the edge
of it would be ideal. This howeverseems
infeasible.
6. A VIC should be engaging to a
passer-by and hold his attention once attracted.
Nor would it work if located before the last
barrier to entry: the ticket collection booth.
Until this is passed, the concern of the visitor
is predominantly that of entering. This visitor
behavior of not worrying about what he will
see until after he is inside this entry point
was seen often in the research conducted.
8. Any device should be adaptable to
changes within the museum-.
terms of the time needed for the device to be
useful to the visitor.
As a matter of design, the center should be
physically and psychologically engaging. It
should also be a comfortable place to stop and
stay. It needs to be near a major movement
path, but somewhat aside from it.
7. A center should be functionally
separated. from activities in which it will
be in competition for attention.
A center would not be effective in an art
gallery, for it would compete with the displays.
People come and go and are not likely to wait
around to use an infornation center. The VIC,
then, should be usable for long or short periods
of time. A visitor should be able to gain
insight whether he stays for one minute or
ten minutes. Because of this, constart time
diplays, such as movies and audio-visuals,.are
not too feasible. Tours are also constant,
though people are more willing to wait for a
9. Each device should be flexible in
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tour than for more general information. Within
a VIC, this can be alleviated by makir audio-
visuals which are reponsive to individual needs.
For instance, a visitor may be able to select a
collection for which he desires information and
receive that information in a small booth. This
would also meet the final requirement.
1O.-Where necessary, the devices should
be cajable of providing for individualized uses.
Most devices will be able to answer visitor
questions without being individually designed.
The providing of tour books seems to be an
exception, though. It is feasible to individual-
ize the tours available by breaking down the
printed material into many pamphlets instead
of one book. Each pamphlet would seek to guide
an individual through a single collection or
the museum in general. In this way, a visitor
could choose the pamphlets desired.
To achieve the balance of information
and education desired, a Visitor Information
Center should be established in bcth the crypt
area and in the second floor rctunda above it.
.The crypt VIC should reflect its darker, some-
what more quiet location and would serve as the
major center. The rotulnda, being a well lit
and very lofty space, should be more active
and serve to supplement the crypt center.
The crypt VIC would contain a slide show
of pieces available within the museum, a perma-
nent set of maps, a place for notes on changing
events, and a person to provide information.
It should also contain places to sit, music,
and perhaps even an extension to the cafeteria.
The more pleasant it is, the areater the
likelihood that it will be effective. Signs
should be used at the entrances to the museum
to locate this VIC as clearly as possible.
The slide show can take on two forms.
The more complicated, and more visually -
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effective, would use a blank 'map of the museu
as the screen onto which the slides would be
projected. The five screens that resultel
would each serve to roughly locate the slides
within the museum. Slides of the same floor
would be projected at the same time with the
floor number appearing underneath and the collec-
tion each piece is taken from indicated by
color and by labeling.
This systems greatest advantages lie
in its flexibility and Lrageability. At any
point in time, anywhere from five slides (for
general effect) to one slide (for emphasis)
can be shown. Furthermore, the. speeds can be
altered as desired. In short, a show with hi
visual impact is possible in a format that
simply displays the museum. The problem is
that each slide would have to be prepared
individually to fit the screen system.
Even if this show seems too complex, t
slides of any show should still be geared
toward informing the viewer as to where each
piece shown is located. Slides which only
point out what is available and ignore the
question of where it is available raise
curiousity but do not appease it. Even in
simple form, each element within a slide show
gh
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should be labeled as to its location and, where
possible, the color associated with the piece's
collection should be used.
The permanent set of maps should be of
large scale. Like the carry map, they should
be color-coded and contain a simple directory.
In addition, they shold also have two more
elaborate directories (one to index the galleries,
the other to index frequently sought places)
and label each gallery by room number (all
gallery doors should also contain these
numbers). Finally, the three floor plans should
be placed above each other. This may prove
difficult to do in a perfectly vertical
order. However, by tilting the top and bottom
plans, a more easily readable, console-type
system could be developed.
The list of events should be particularly
easy to read, using removable letters on a large
board, and located along movement lines
where many visitors can see it. All told,
the crypt VIC could be designed similar to
this:
* Feway
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The secondary Visitor Information Center
located in the second floor rotunda above the
crypt should be of smaller scale and of more
active dimension. It would not have signs
leading to it or designating it as a center,
this priority being reserved for the VIC in
the crypt. It is suggested that this system
contain no place to sit in order to reflect the
high volume of movement that centers on the
rotunda. The entire center would be integrated
into one system which would be composed of both
actual exhibits from each collection and a set
of permanent maps. In order to accomplish
this, a large outline of the museum can be
laid on the floor. The pieces selected can
then be exhibited within that area of the out-
line that represents their real locations
in the museum. The pedestals upon which they
rest would be colored by the code discussed,
and their floor number would be prominantly
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displayed.
:The map system would be located in the area
that represents the rotunda itself. As a
unit, this system would be easy to pass through
and yet give a vivid three-dimensional feel for
how the museum is put together for those who
stop.
Given their location, the Visitor
Information Centers are more accessible to the
Huntington Avenue Entrance. It seems desirable
to seek to encourage visitors to enter through
this entrance. This is particularly true since
the Huntington entrance was originally designed
as the Nuseum's main entrance. Its visual
aesthetics are more striking and it is some-
what less confusing than the Fenway entrance.
Yet as the movement pattern currently
exists, only 48% of visitors enter through the
Huntington entrance. This, however, can be
easily altered. A full 24.4% of visitors
arriving at the museumare drivers parking their
car in the museum parking lot. All these
visitors are directed towards the Fenway
entrance. By reversing the employees' and
visitors' lots and by altering the condition
between the Huntington entrance and the parking
lot, it would be very simple to redirect that
group of people to the Huntington Ave.
entrance.
The providing of tour books should also
be altered. Written tours could conceivably
have a large impact on the experience a
visitor has in the museum, but books tend -to
contain more information than what an indivi-
dual wants and are cumbersome to use. Instead,
such tours should be written up as a series of
pamphlets, one for each collection and for the
museum in general. Such pamphlets could be
bought individually for a small amount,
preferably at the cost of providing them. They
should be sold at the Information .Center rather
than the Book Store.
Re-shaping the Enviroment
Re-shaping the enviroment can be an
extremely effective means of affecting an image,
since it is from the enviroment that the image
first springs. We have seen the problems many
times; there is no need to go into them again.
Our attention is best shifted to the opportun-
ities that emerge from the problems.
The criteria by which action should
flow is somewhat difficult to pinpoint. The
problem is broad, yet simple to state: we wish
to have an enviroment that is more imageable
to the observer. Perhaps the best way to
specify the criteria is to deal with- the image
in terms of its five components: districts,
aths, edges, nodes, and landmarks.
1. Districts (collections in the eyes
of the visitors) should be internally cohesive
and internally centered. They should be
perceived as a single unit.
2. Eiges should be discernable yet
permeable. Some type of transition between
collections should exist, though visual
connections should not be imraired.
Since an inward directed collection will
reinforce the boundary between it and another
area, these two criteria are mutually supportive.
Michael Brawne, in The New Museumi Architecture
and Display points this out when he noted that
"separateness not only provides a pause between
sections of the museum, but makes each a more
recognizable and visually graspable unit. It
becomes, as a result, a more easily memorable
24division." Architecturally, however, this ray
prove quite difficult to accomplish. When
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galleries are moved, the boundaries of collections
may be altered. Yet there are three ways in which
a designer can enhance the level of cohesiveness
within a collection without permanent architectural
change.
To begin with, he can employ the color-
coding discussed earlier. Under this idea, each
collection would have its own color, as would
the path system and visitor service areas. The
jambs of the doors would be marked with a
removable material (allowing for change in the
museum) such as a textured and colored cloth.
Transitions could be exaggerated with larger
pieces of cloth and by having two different
colors side-by-side.
The second alternative deals with con-
necting the collections split into two floors.
This is particularly a problem in relationship
to the four minor staircases. Each of these
stairs serves as a center of a two floor
collection. The establishment of visual
connections and intermediate levels between
the floors would create a highly visual
connection between parts of the same collections.
It would also help encourage people to visit
the zero floor.
The third alternative is to try to
bring each collection onto the same floor.
This,. however, seems unlikely given the superior
design of the second floor and the massive size
of the collections that would result by total
unification. The present situation allows a
visitor to visit one floor and see part of almost
everything. Such an arrangement is more flexible,
and probably helps prevent museum fatique due
to boredom. In the author's view, it would
therefore be better to keep the vertical and
exaggerate it where possible,
3.Paths should be clear and continuoust
with few branchings and a minimum of ambiguity.
On floor one, such branching of the corridors
in section h has become the classic design
problem of the museum. I-doubt that I could add
much to the debate that has already ensued.
Given that the total re-vamping of this central
space seems unfeasible at the moment, the only
other recourse is to use visual decision aids
at each point of confusion. Locating a VIC in
the crypt area would help considerably, with
the signs leading to it tieing the corridor
system together.
4. Nodes, such as stairwells, entrances.
and rotundas, should be exaggerated and made
visually prominant. Accessibility to and
through these areas should be simplified.
This suggests that the nodal points be made
prominant and accessible, both visually and
physically. Such places would then more
effectively serve their role of orienting and
dispersing people. Built-in information can
be effectively tied to these areas.
The biggest physical problem does not
lie with the rotundas or the entrances, but
with the staircases. The creation of half-
levels and visual connections discussed earlier
would certainly also improve its prominance and
accessibility. At the very least, the eleva-
tor near C39 should be removed and that staircase
opened up since it is now quite enclosed and
isolated.
5. Landmarks, like nodes, should have
high visibility.
This is particularly important for orientation.
As such, the courts can be considered as the
museum's most prominant landmarks. Essentially
oiktside the museum, they are the focus around
which the museum centers. Yet many people
have only a very faint idea that they exist.
In fact, of the twenty-six people interviewed
in the second study, six of them were so
unaware of them that when looking at a floor
plan of the museum they thought that they were
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very large rooms instead of courts! Opening the
walls that face onto the courts would greatly
ease this problem. By choosing such openings
carefully, a minimum of structural alteration
need occur.
With all .this in mind, the following
recommendations are presented. The first
problem area lies in the discontinuity of the
collections. The process of consolidating these
collections would do much towards making the
collections inwardly cohesive. To accomplish
this, only two irregularities need correcting.
First, the American Painting collection should
be exchanged with the Print collection. Upon
doing this, the Contemporary Art should be
placed in the galleries nearest the Fenway
entrance, the American Art filling the rest
of the galleries. Secondly, the American
Decorative Art currently located in galleries
1005, 1013 and 1M1? should be switched with the
Zuropean Decorative Art in 1C21, 1023, and
1C24. This entire process serves four purposes:
that of releasing the Contemporary Art from the
American Collection and making it a part of the
general collection instead, that of placing the
American Painting next to the American Decorative
Arts, that of combinining all the American
Decorative Art in one section, and that of
further consolidating the two decorative arts
collections around two seperate stairwells,
thus making the vertical alignment easier to
sustain.
The two courts that have developed as
the museum expanded can be used effectively to
help orient the museum visitor by organizing
the museum and by clarifying critical points
and to provide him with visual relief. This is
important since the addition of wings C and X
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disrupted the orientation found in the original
museum. This is especially true of the older
C wing because, unlike the newer administration
wing, visitors can move through the wing. The
Garden Court is therefore a focus around which
a large part of the museum revolves.
The problem, however, is that neither of"
the courts were ever used as an.effective sub-
stitute for the original focus. The view of the
courts is very weak at many gritical points.
This is especially true of the older sections
of the museum in which virtually every window
that does exist is taken up by offices. To
alleviate this condition, it is recommended that
the Garden Court be made more visually prominant
wherever possible. This is not seen to be of
significant importance in relationship to the
new Sculpture Garden since the administration
wing did not complicate the movement pattern
in this area.
-To accomplish this on the first floor,
the collections in 1D16, 1D19, and iD20 can be
excha.nged with the offices now located on the
other side of the corridor. This ray present
a problem since prints are sensitive to light.
However, if the previous suggesticr of switching
the American and -Print collections occurs, this
problem would not exist. Secondly, the
windows that were bricked up in gallery iC1O
should be re-opened. If it is thought
desirable to keep the view of the garden at
a minimum, the window can be designed as a
reflective light source that allows a view of
the garden only when a person is close to the
window.
On the second floor, the problem is more
acute. The Tapestry Room cannot have windows,
and it is unclear whether the galleries 2D039
2D05, and 2CC4 are structurally caratle of
bearing windows since their outer walls
appear to be load bearing throughout. However,
there are a significant number of changes that
can increase the prominance of the court on this
floor. The balconies that run on either side of
the Tapestry Room can be opened during warm
weather months. This can be done by re-opening
the Rotunda entrance now blocked by the two
large statues and by minor alterations on the
Fenway side.
The windows that do exist on this floor
are frequently too high-.. This is true of
the hedieval Gallery and throughout most of
the European Decorative Arts. These should be
lowered.
The largest windows can currently be
found on both floors in rooms D06 and B36.
These windows face each other and can be made
quite prominant. It is desirable that they
be made so, since such nodes could serve as
centers for overlooking the garden, becoming
important elements of F
the enviromental image
themselves. To accom-
plish this, galleries Z
2D07 and 2DO6 should
be merged and the window
enlarged to its original
size; the door between
2B36 and 2B37 should
be enlarged to increase
the visual connections
between the large
Egyptian gallery and
the window area (thereby increasLn- awareress
of the court); the windows should be extended
to the floor or else down to a level where a
person could sit on the sill; the areas should
be made comfortable--rest areas in which places
to sit are located--and the areas shculd
contain permanent maps to help clarify the
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corner conditions that exist near these points.
These windows, as elsewhere in the museum, should
be left unobstructed, though some exceptions to
this rule can certainly be used to advantage.
Finally, the design of the windows themselves
should reflect the amount of viewing that will
occur at each one and the collections they are
located in.
The last recommendations suggest speci-
fic changes in four stairwells. Each suggestion
has the same purpose: to more effectively con-
nect the three floors within the museum and to
emphasize the vertical alignment of the
collections. It should be noted here that no
wall which is removed is an important load
bearing wall.
The stairwell that requires the most
urgent work is the one near 033, With an
elevator on one side, walls on two others and
a third wall right in front of the stairs, the
stairwell is visually isolated. Passing from
2C32 to 2C23, a visitor is not even aware of
its existance. For those who do see it, it is
still a confined area. The elevator is not
essential, since four others exist, including
two for freight. To open this up, the elevator
structure should be removed. This would
provide visual prominance to this node.
It would also allow for visual ,connection between
floors, providing in a visual form the information
that each floor is similar tc the others.
The other three stairwtlls should
be dealt with in a different manner--instead
of creating an empty vertical corridor, the
creation of half levels would prove as feasible Mg
and more effective in communicating the similarity
of the two floors. These half-levels would
serve as places to exhibit works of art
and locations for the permanent information.
As such, they would serve as prominant nodes
and effective transititions between floors,
connecting the two floors in a more natural
way.
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For the stairwell near C06, all three
floors whould be connected by two half-levels'
between them; for the ones in A and Z, it need
only conncent the first and second floors. In
these last two places, the windows should also
be ajusted and made prominant.
Wandering through the Greek Tapestry, she began
to realize how tired she actually was. It is
time to leave. Still she hadn't picked up a map,
and now she realized she couldn't remember how
to get out. She continues to walk, not quite
knuing how to get to a map. Passing the
American Silver, she peers into the Egyptian
gallery and instantly notices the large window
and seats--at the very least, a place to rest.
But there are maps here, too. She finds them,
spends a few casual minutes peering out the
window, and leaves.
xxxxxxxxxx
Overview: The Final Look
It is time for the reader to re-introduce
himself to the four visitors with whom this
report was opened. Drift back, for a moment,
to the young woman lost, to the 25-year-old
male who knows exactly what he wants to see,
and to the middle-aged man and woman who are
not quite sure. Become at one with them,,
and then project them out of today's museum
into the museum of tomorrow--to the Museum of
Fine Arts transposed.
Heading up the Huntington staircase, the
25-year-old male has come to see the Impressionism
exhibit. He reaches the Rotunda and stops. The
museun didn't have this display the last time
he was here, and he decides to have a look.
While rambling around, his eye is attracted to
a slender stone sculpture of a human figure: a
Cycladic idol. Fascinated with its unusual de-
sign, he decides to see some other Greek pieces.
He notes the gallery number proceeds down the
hall, into the Greek collection (he remembers
the color), and down the stairs (it was easy to
find). He checks another map at the bottom.
After reading what it said about Crcladic Art,
he heads into the correct gallery.
xyxxxxxY
A middle-aged man and woman watch the slide
show in the visitor's center as they have a
cup of coffee to drink. Ten minutes later,
they get up, having decided to see the American
collection (the Wyeth attracted their attention).
They check the large maps, and quickly notice
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that the American is right behind them. Ah,
yes--the same place as the slide had beer
projected. They pick up the guide pa7phlet
for this collection, and proceed into the
section, all the while noting what the
pamphlet has to say about Wyeth.
Appendix
Whatever the information we seek, our
ability to achieve it is affected by the form
of the enviroment, but people with different
levels of familiarity with the same enviroment
and carrying out different specific plans will
attend to different features of that enviroment...
It should be possible to determine what those
plans are and to design with attention to the
relevant features. Some designers attempt to
do this in a rough intuitive way, but a
radical improvement in our ability to create
relevant forms can be achieved through research.
We need only observe and question the users
of various enviroments.
Stephen Carr
The City of the Mind
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Appendix A
Physical Plan of the Museum
The following two pages contains a
floor plan of the museum. Each gallery
nunier is labeled, and is here presented
for the reader's convenience.
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Appendix B
Research Techniques
The analysis conducted by the author ir.
relationship to information systems was based
on four studies conducted during the last nine
months. The first was done durinrg the summer
of 1973, the second during November of the
same year, while the third and fourth occurred
during February and March of this year. It is
the purpose of this appendix to present the
actual techniques used and then to raise
questions about the methodologies thus
employed.
The summer study was conducted by Joan
McDonald during July and August. The object
of the study was to obtain data on how people
behave while in the Museum. The technique
chosen was a loose -form of tracking. Eight
subjects were randomly selected at various
points in time. Each was approached as he
entered the museum, asked a few backzround
questions and, upon giving permission to
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Ms. McDonald, were followed as he proceeded
through the museum. During this time all
movements, behavior, and galleries entered
were recorded.
This study served as the basis for my
preliminary study into movement patterns. On
the level of patterns, it was extremely useful.
There was, however, a problem with the particular
format usedg it lacked a unified manner of data
collection, which had the effect of making data
recording difficult and which also caused raw
data to separate and not be saved. By developing
a single system for recording both mapped
movement and verbal elaboration of that move-
ment, the change was easily dealt with. To the
extent that the change in technique (and
researcher) affects data recording and
perception, however, the summer data must be
dealt with carefully.
The second and third studies were
also based on the tracking method and had
fourteen and twenty-six visitors (respectively)
as subjects. For these studies, a plan of
the entire ariseum was laid out on three sheets
with additional room for written comments (see
Appendix C). Movement was recorded directly
on the maps. By this means, every place a
visitor stopped could be recorded on a plan of
the museum (a stop is defined as a cessation
of movement), as could rambling movements
(slowing down without ceasing movement) and
walking movements. The space for comments
allowed for verbal elaboration and the
recoding cf time flow data.
Before following a person his permission
was obtained. This was done for two reasons:
ethically a person has a right to know if he
is being observed; and, pragmatically, in a
museum the size of the MFA, it would be
virtually impossible to follow someone
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without being discovered. The decision to seek
permission, however, raises two important
theoretical problems, the first having to do with
the selection of subjects and the second having
to do with the process of following them.
The problem associated with the selection
of subjects was raised by Arthur helton during
his 6tudies of museums:
Theoretically, the response of a museum visitor
can be recorded by any by-stander without
requiring the co-operation of the visitor.
This lack of co-operation increases the difficulty
of the task of observation, but it has its
reward in the fact that a dangerous source of
error is avoided. Whenever cooperation is
a necessary factor, there is the danger of
selecting for observation only P ose
individuals who will cooperate. 5
To avoid this bias, subjects were selected at
random from both entrances. Groups with
more than three people, people coming to the
museum for purposes other than to visit the
galleries, and students going to art galleries
for the purpose of doing a school assignment
were excluded. Aside from this only one
person approached declined to be interviewed
and observed, claiming lack of time as the
reason,
The problem associated with the actual
research technique of tracking an aware subject
is a more difficult one to respond to. Robert
Bechtel, in his article on "Human Movement and
Architecture," rakes the situation clear when
he noted that
Even if it were feasible for an observer to
simply follow him around to record his reactions,
these reactions would likely be altered by the
knowledge that he was being observed. People
who know they are being studied, observed, or
evaluated generally act differently when the
observer is present... The museum visitor
who feels he is being followed by someone, for
whatever purpose, will likely move through
the building in a different pattern and at a
different speed2 han one who is not aware of
being followed.
To a certain extent, this problem has
to exist in an aware subject, though the
degree to which it is significant can be
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questioned. Returning to Robert Weiss' study,
we find this issue being confronted directly by
the World's Fair research. In commenting on
his use of the technique of tracking people,
Mr. Weiss noted that:
When we first began working with this technique
a few parties were followed without their
knowing it, to give us a way of deciding
whether awareness of the observer made a dif-
ference in where they went or what they did.
It seemed not to. Occasionally an observer
would be asked for orientation, but this did
not seem to affect where the parties went. 2 7
He goes on to suggest a seoond manner in which
the experimental reliability can be checked:
Data based on this observation procedure
correspad well to other data we gathered,
giving us confidence in the results obtained
this way... On the basis of our sample of
open space on Fair grounds, we found that
between 23% and 33% of the Fair population,
at any given moment in time, was apt to
be uncommitted to any particular Fair
activity. The observational data puts this
figure at about 32%.
In general, my experiences with this
technique seem to. match this closely. For
one thing, most of the visitors paid little
attention to me and leter mentioned that they
were aware of me, but that they felt that I
had little effect on what they did. To check
this more closely, however, the average
proportion of museum of visitors that are in
any given gallery was atched against the
data my studies yielded. This base data was
obtained from a study of gallery attendance
conducted by the museum. For every collection
the proportions matched very closely with the
exception of the Greek Collection (my
proportions being only half as large) and
European paintings (my proportions being 25%
larger). This difference could be due to the
small sample size, to a change of patterns
since the gallery study was conducted, or to
experimental bias--there seems no way to
determine. Still the close matchthat exists
throughout the rest of the museum is promising.
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Besides the tracking of visitors, both
the second and third studies al-so had an inter-
view given before the actual tour. The questions
were background in nature; they sought their
residence, size of group and relationship to
other members- of the group, occupation, education,
relationship to art or music, number of previous
visits (both cumulative and in last year), age,
sex, and race. These were asked before the
tour rather than after to provide at least a small
degree of familiarity to exist between the observed
and the observer. In addition to these questions,
the places the visitor was most likely to visit,
as well as whether he knew how to find them,
were also recorded.
The two studies, however, were by no
means identical. Whereas the study conducted
in November was geared toward the general
question of how people use and move through
the museum and which factors affect that
movement, the study conducted early this year
had the more specific goals of deternining
what enviromental imrages a visitor forms, how
maps nigt aid that formation and the process
of way-finding, and, in a more precise manner,
how the four factors isolated in the November
study actually influence movement. As such,
this "image" study had two additional elements
besides the pre-tour interview and the tracking.
To begin with, three experimental maps
(see Appendix C) were developed and tested.
They were organized around three different
types of enviromental images: one structured
by architecture, one structured by use and
collection locations, and the third was left
unstructured. In part, these maps were meant
to be representative of the commonly used maps
from different art museums throughout the U.S.
(see Appendix E). xore importantly, they were
meant to elicit the enviromental image that
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visitors found most useful. As such two groups
of-,'ten visitors each were asked to use the two
structured maps, while a third group of six
visitors were asked to use the unstructured one.
Unlike the movement study, this image and
map study was geared less towards pure research
and more towards gaining the visitor's insight
as a user consultant. In keeping with this idea,
the visitors were told that the maps were experi-
mental and that their opinion of them would be
requested before leaving. This undoubtably
encouraged them to use the maps more often than
they normally would have, but it also allowed
them to sharpen their perceptions of their
own movement and their use of the map.
As was previously mentioned, the
"image" study was concluded by an interview in
an attempt .to gain deeper insights into the
user's perception of the museum and the rap
system. Five questions were therefore asked:
1, ie are trying to see what different
people remember about the museum. We are
particularly interested in finding out how they
think the nusema is organized. If you had to
describe the museur to a friend who has
never visited it before, what would you tell
them?
2. Here is a floor plan of the museum
similar to the ma used during your tour (see
Appendix C). Could you please put down anything,
yhether good or bad, art or not-art, that you
remember about your tour?
3. Did you see everything you wanted to?
(Point out things they said they wanted to see,
but did not),
4. This fourth question was a series of
clarifications that the observer so'ught about
particular movements and behavior in their tour
that he had been uncertain about.
5. In this final question, the observer
presented the other maps to the visitor and
sought his opinion on each.
Again, to be consistent to the idea that the
visitors were user consultants, the observer
sought to encourage the visitor to set forth
all his ideas.
he -final study was conducted at the
end of 'arch. In this study, six test loca-
tions for permanent information were observed
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and visitors passing through were interviewed.
These locations include the two entrances, the
crypt and rotunda areas, and the first and
second floor of the stairwell at C06 (which
served as an example of a minor stairwell).
At each of these points, it was attempted to
determine the visitors need for information,
as well as where this point came in their tour.
To accomplish this, the following questions
were asked: how long ago they had entered,
how often they had been to the museum and to
this section of the museum, where they had
just come from, where they were going to
at this moment, whether they knew how to get
there, whether they knew what was in the
directions they had not headed for, why they
had chosen the direction they had, whether they
knew how to get to either of the entrances,
and, finally, whether they could pinpoint
where they were on an unmarked map. Ten
interviews were corducted at each location,
and the results used to deal with the question
of how decisions get made and where permanent
information should be located.
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Appendix C
Research Tools
This appendix contains the tools
constructed to aid the researcher in studies
twc throu-h four. It contains the floor plan
of the museuM used in tracking, the three
experimental naps, the floor plan used in the
image study to elicit recall of the tour, and
a sample of one of the layout maps used in the
final study.
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VISITOR 1
time entered--
# of visits to museum--
# of visits to this section--
section come from--
section going to--
know how to get there?--
know what is in direction not traveled?--
why did you decide to go this way?--
know how to get to Hunt. or Fen. entrance?--
show map, do you know where you are?--
VISITOR 2 -
time entered--
# of visits to museum--
# of visits to this section--
section come from--
section going to--
know how to get there?--
know what is in direction not traveled?--
why did you decide to go this way?--
know how to get to Hunt. or Fen. entrance?--
show map, do you know where you are?--
VISITOR 3
time entered--
# of visits to museum--
# of visits to this section--
section come from--
section going to--
know how to get there?--
know what is in direction not traveled?--
why did you decide to go this way?--
know how to get to Hunt. or Pen. entrance?--
show map, do you know where you are?--
VISITOR 4
time entered--
# of visits to museum--
# of visits to this section--
section come from--
section going to--
know how to get there?--
know what is in direction not traveled?--
why did you decide to go this way?--
know how to get to Hunt. or Fen, entrance?--
show map, do you know where you are?--
turn
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Appendix D
The Behavior of the Museum Visitor
The purpose of this appendix is to
elaborate on the finding from the second and
third studies. Both of these are involved in
movement throughout the museum, and the
following sets of data seek to summarize the
important data related to the movement
patterns that emerged from these studies.
As before, we will divide all data by
visitors who are pre-inclined towards specific
places in the museum, visitors who have mixed
motives, and visitors who are casual. This
data will be presented in2terms of the time
spent in different galleries, the non-stop
movement paths, the points where visitors
tend to reverse directions, and the places
information is sought. All told, the two
studies had thirty-eight visitors as subjects.
Before presenting this data, however,
it would be appropriate to summarize the
background data by type of visitor.
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purposeful
ave. years
in school
number of
previous
visits
average
age
residence
Boston
Mass.
Nor East
other
mixed casual
16A1. 15.4 14.2
2508
25.6
.75
.80
.17
10.0 3.4
31.0 27.8
.33 .33
.22
.50 .22
.17 .22
in prDportion
Gallery Data
The first set of diagrams present
the average number of people who entered each
gallery and came to a full stop at least oncq,
together with the average time these people
stayed in each gallery. This data combines
the four small galleries of the special
exhibit areas into one area. The coding
is as follows:
Shading indicated the percentage
studied who entered the gallerys
0-15% 16-30%
The number in the
number of minutes
who entered it.
31-45% 46-60% 61-100%
center indicated the average
spent in a gallery by those
of people
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Continued Movement and Points of Reversal Data
The six pages of data that follows
includes the pattern of non-stop movements and
those points at which a visitor reversed
directions. A non-stop movement is defined as
passing through an entire gallery or corridor
without stopping for at least ten seconds. This
is recorded as a straight line, the width of
which codes the percentage of people studied
involved:
I I I f I
10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
It should be noted that movement lines tend
to indicate lack of interest when associated
with galleries and goal orientation when
associated with corridor systems.
The points of reversal are coded by two
types. The first is those points at which a
person actually backtracks along a path he has
just come over through at least two whole
galleries. The second is those points at
which he reverses his direction follcwing his
path for less than. two galleries. This latter
behavior tends to be associated with exploration
activity (a typical example occurs when a
visitor enters a gallery and decides he does
not want to see it), while the former tends
to be associated with trying to leave a
collection and not being able to do so without
re-tracing one's own steps. Each poirn
recorded indicated that ten percent of the
visitors reversed at that point,
backtracking reversals
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Information Seeking Activity
Each point at which information is
sought is recorded by experimental condition.
All data has been weighted so that there are
four persons for each of the four conditions,
or sixteen per sheet. The symbols are as
follows:
Architectural map
Collection map
Directory map
open-ended group
(November's untouched
group)
A
C
D
X
a circled symbol
means the visitor
asked another
person for
directions
Note that weighting the data makes the data
somewhat subjective at the same time that it
makes the charts visually more effective.
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Appendix E
Museum Survey
The state of the art in relationship
to understanding movement patterns is for
the most part not very well researched. There
are few publications relating to this field
and it would appear that reseach sinto this field
and the information systems they are associated
with either is rarely done or is not publicized.
In order to get an idea of what was being done,
I wrote twenty-three of the largest museums in
the United States and Canada, requesting
information on how they are dealing with these
issues. With a response rate of sixty percent,
a fairly good idea of what is available can be
drawn. It is regretable, however, that for the
most part it was the largest museums who did
not answer my request.
For the most part, the purpose of the
request was to generate ideas as to what can
be done. In this appendix I will put forth
a brief sumnary of the types of things which
134
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are being tried.
To begin with, there are four museums
currently doing research or major inforration
renovation. The Cleveland Museum is consolidating
a few 'd their collections into very cohesive
blocks, and then issuing a map for each collec-
tion as the visitor enters.the particular
collection. The Detroit Institute is working
extensively with their information system,
consulting a design firm to aid them in
designing a signage and information direction
program. The identification program proposed
utilizes a "total systems approach" to visual
communication. Each element of the program
is designed to reflect and reinforce all other
elements, both visually and informatively.
There is a heavy emphasis on signs of various
kinds, the rationale being that this is the
most effective form of disseminating informa-
tion to the public at large and that this
emphasizes the identity of the museum. Finally,
the Minneapolis and St. Louis museums are both
working on new graiic systems, though no
particulars are known.
Aside from this, a brief summary of
what the fourteen museums provide is in order.
Most museums provide a directory of one kind
or another. Four have listings of galleries,
one has a listing of galleries coupled with a
picture of typical works of art from a series
of such galleries, and three others label the
map directly. Cre innovation on this idea is
a brochure listing and explaining the twelve
"most interesting" pieces of art, essentially
creating a mini-tour. The only other rapping
system in use is that which organizes the
museum by collection. Three museums use this
graphic design. Very little organized
information is provided beyond maps and infor-
mation desks. Cnly four have visitor centers.
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